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Bevolo® History

Drew Bevolo, third generation owner of Bevolo® Gas & Electric Lights, is 
unlike most business owners. Sure, he can give you the facts and figures of last 
month’s sales, what designs the company is currently working on and how many 
countries he has shipped to, but he can also hand-make a historical and beautiful 
piece of lighting artwork out of simple sheets of copper, thanks to the lessons he 
learned from the ground up and the advice from his uncle.

Bevolo® Gas & Electric Lights 
began in the French Quarter in 
1945 when Andrew Bevolo, Sr. 
revolutionized the production of 
gas fixtures. Utilizing a hand riveting 
technique rather than making 
brittle soldered joints, he created 
sustainable gas lights. Bevolo Sr. 
honed his skills while working for 
historic manufacturing companies 
including Ford, Sikorsky, and 
Higgins. His master craftsmanship 
and artistic style paired up with 
the talents of renowned architect 
A. Hays Town to create what 
would become known as the 
French Quarter® lantern. Try 
taking a step through the old 
French Quarter without catching 
a glimpse of this now iconic 
copper fixture and you’ll soon 
find that it simply can’t be done.

Fast-forward over 75 years and you will see that this innovative company 
is still going strong, and continues producing each and every piece by hand. 
Perhaps this might have something to do with third generation owner Drew 
Bevolo’s passion for the art form and his unique business education at the hands 
of his uncle. “I came down to New Orleans after having a successful stock broker 
career in Baton Rouge to help my uncle, the company’s second generation owner, 
with the family business,” says Bevolo. “The company was in a natural state of 
transition, as most of the old world artisans were becoming harder and harder to 
find in an increasingly high-tech world.”

In order to reinvigorate 
the business, Bevolo soon 
found that hard work and a 
unique hands-on education 
was in order. “My uncle 
brought me on at $100 a 
week,” Bevolo recalls. “He 
insisted that I start at the 
bottom. I did everything from 
welding to delivery. He was 
hard on me, and it was the 
greatest gift he could have 
given me.” It did not take 
long for the hard work to 
pay off, as the company 
was rejuvenated and Drew 
Bevolo slowly took over 
the reigns. “We now have 
over 40 employees, and, 
because my uncle gave me the gift of 
coppersmithing, I know I can talk to my employees about anything; any step of the 
process.”

What started out as a job in the family business soon grew into a passion 
that Bevolo fully embraces today. “Now I can’t help but look at every light I 
see. I continue to study,” he says. “As the company grew, and as I grew with it, I 
knew that our success would depend on continuing that high quality that people 
expected from Bevolo® Gas & Electric Lights. People recognize it. They know 
we have the best product.” Proof of that fact isn’t hard to find. Bevolo® lanterns 
grace not only New Orleans’ historic landmarks such as the The Cabildo, Jackson 
Square, and Brennan’s Restaurant, they have also been sold to customers in all 50 
states and 28 countries. This is one family business that has certainly branched out.

Where would one be without the other? A true original creation of the French 
Quarter®, Bevolo® Gas & Electric Lights has embraced the romantic and artistic 
flair that makes this destination like no other. “The French Quarter® lantern is a 
trademark of New Orleans,” says Bevolo. “This is a company that was born and 
bred here, using local artists and craftspeople.” Perhaps fueled by the flavor of a 
unique place, the flickering fantasy of the French Quarter® fixture casts a romantic 
glow on an art form that, thanks to the Bevolo family, will never be lost. 
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Bevolo® Design Service
There are so many questions that go into choosing the perfect lights for your 
home: What style goes with the architecture? How many lights should there 
be? Where do they go? Gas or electric? What is the proper scale? Don’t be 
overwhelmed...we can help. 

Bevolo® Gas & Electric Lights has a team of lighting designers with generations 
of experience. Every aspect of the home will be taken into account when we 
look at your project. We will narrow down your options from the hundreds of 
combinations in our line to help you make the best decision for your home.

 

Here is how it works:

• Send us a copy of your elevation or a photo via email or mail.

• We will look at your project in its entirety and come up with a 
comprehensive plan for every light in the home.

• You will then receive photos, schematics, installation instructions and even 
utility locations if needed.

Bevolo® offers this complementary service to all of our clients because we take 
as much pride in designing the perfect lighting plan as we do in hand placing every 
rivet on your Bevolo® lanterns.

For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

Option #1Option #1

French QuarterFrench Quarter®®

Original BracketOriginal Bracket

Option #2Option #2

French QuarterFrench Quarter®®  

YokeYoke
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French Quarter®
The Original French Quarter® lantern was designed by Andrew Bevolo, Sr. and A. Hays Town the night they met. Mr. 
Town was a young architect at the time, and was wandering the streets of the French Quarter when he was drawn into 
the shop by the orchestra of hammers. He poked his head into the door and asked “Can you make a light?” Mr. Bevolo 
responded simply, “If you can draw it, I can make it.” Little did they know that they would be creating an iconic symbol of 
the city of New Orleans. This fixture has now found its way to homes and buildings all across the country and abroad. 

This light can be altered in many different ways to complement multiple levels of formality and styles of architecture.  
It can also be displayed with a variety of bracket and mounting options.

French Quarter® lanterns are available with natural gas, liquid propane and electric lighting sources.

• Standard sizes are 14”, 18”, 21”, 24”, 27”, 30”, 36” 

GOOSENECK
FQ-GN

YOKE
FQ-Y

YOKE HANGER
FQ-YH

HANGING CHAIN
FQ-HC

HALF RODIN
FQ-HR

RODIN W/ TOP & BOTTOM 
FINIAL FQ-R-LT-LB

POST MOUNT 
FQ-PM

GOOSENECK W/ TOP FINIAL 
FQ-GN-LT

MUSTACHE
FQ-M
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ORIGINAL BRACKET
FQ-OB

Tradition
* Not all brackets available in every size.



Hand RivetedHand Riveted



For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

Six-Sided French Quarter®

The Six-Sided French Quarter® lantern was designed for architecture 
requiring a traditional but more formal fixture. This lantern can 
be used to complement leaded glass doors, arched transoms, bay 
windows, keystones and other architectural features.

Six-Sided French Quarter® fixtures are available with natural gas, 
liquid propane and electric lighting sources.

• Standard sizes are 17”, 19”, 22”, 25”, 27”

GOOSENECK W/ TOP FINIAL
SS-GN-LT

ORIGINAL BRACKET
SS-OB

RODIN W/ TOP-BOTTOM 
FINIAL SS-R-LT-LB six-
sid

ed 
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Hand Riveted ® 

CIRCLE MUSTACHE
SS-CMB

HALF RODIN
SS-HR

DROP BRACKET
SS-DB

RODIN
SS-RB

CAFÉ DU MONDE®

SS-CF



Lifetime FixturesLifetime Fixtures



For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

Cotton Exchange®

The Cotton Exchange® lantern was 
originally replicated from the lights found on 
the old “Cotton Exchange” building in New 
Orleans. The simple and rustic nature of 
the light fixture lends itself well to a number 
of different types of architecture, and has 
been used often in Mediterranean style 
homes, as well as on many beach houses.

Cotton Exchange® fixtures are available 
with natural gas, liquid propane  and electric 
lighting sources. Note: 10”, 12”, 15” are 
not available in NG or LP.

• Standard sizes are    
10”, 12”, 14”, 15”, 16”, 18”, 22”

FLUSH MOUNT
CX-F

FLUSH MOUNT W/ STACK
WM-F-WMS

ROUND YOKE
WM-RY (14”, 16”, 22”)

Williamsburg™
The Williamsburg™ lantern is a classic 
colonial replication. This lantern can be 
made as both a flush or bracket mounted 
fixture. There is a natural complement 
in styles between the French Quarter® 
and the Williamsburg™, which allows 
the two to work very well together in an 
application.

Williamsburg™ fixtures are available with 
natural gas, liquid propane and electric 
lighting sources. Note: 10”, 12”, 15” are 
not available in NG or LP.

• Standard sizes are   
10”, 12”, 14”, 15”, 16”, 18”, 22”

ORIGINAL BRACKET
 WM-OB
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Lifetime Fixtures
LOW PROFILE 

COLUMN MOUNT
WM-LPCM (14”, 16”)

ORIGINAL BRACKET
CX-OB

FLUSH MOUNT
CX-F

HEAVY
WMH-B (16”, 20”) wil
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ms
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ROUND YOKE
CX-RY (14”, 16”, 22”)

SQUARE YOKE
CX-SY (14”, 16”, 22”)



AmbianceAmbiance



For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

Governor®

The Governor® lantern is another 
historic lantern replication. The fixture’s 
tall, masculine nature complements a 
number of architectural styles and is 
best suited to address vertical features 
of buildings. Elements, such as columns 
and French doors, are always a favorite 
spot for the Governor® lantern to find a 
home. This lantern can be used as a
flush or bracket mounted fixture.

Governor® fixtures are available with 
natural gas, liquid propane and electric 
lighting sources.

• Standard sizes are 24”, 30”, 36”

Coach House®

The Coach House® lantern exudes old 
world charm in a rustic way. The straight 
lines of the Coach House® lantern and 
brass cross bars are accentuated by 
the copper loop on top. This lantern 
complements many styles of architecture, 
and is best suited for New England and 
Tudor style homes. This lantern can be 
used as a flush or bracket mounted fixture.

Coach House® fixtures are available with 
natural gas, liquid propane and electric 
lighting sources.

• Standard sizes are 14”, 16”, 18”, 22”

gov
ern

or 
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GOVERNOR® SCROLL
GOV-GS
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FLUSH MOUNT
GOV-F

CARRIAGE - FLUSH MOUNT
GOVCL-F (17”, 24”)

TUDOR SCROLL
CH-TS

FLUSH MOUNT
CH-FM

SQUARE YOKE
CH-SY (14”, 16”, 22”)

®
®

ORIGINAL BRACKET
GOV-OB

CARRIAGE - ORIGINAL BRACKET
GOVCL-OB (17”, 24”)

ORIGINAL BRACKET
CH-OB

LOW PROFILE COLUMN MOUNT
CH-LPCM (14”, 16”)



Since 1945Since 1945



For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

London 
Street™
The distinctive English style of this 
London Street™ lantern accurately 
addresses heavier architectural elements. 
Large columns and English styles of 
architecture call for lights in this family. 
This light is perfect when mounted on 
top of a post or column.

London Street™ fixtures are available 
with natural gas, liquid propane and 
electric lighting sources.

• Standard sizes are 25”, 28”, 35”

POST MOUNT
LS-PM

GOOSENECK
LS-GN

SPIDER POST MOUNT
SSLS-SPM

COMMANDER’S PALACE™  
SSLS-CP

lon
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LONDON YOKE
LS-LY

Six-Sided 
London 
Street™

The Six-Sided London Street™ lantern 
is Bevolo’s® response to architectural 
design requiring a massive but elegant 
series of fixtures. This fixture is especially 
attractive when coupled with the Rodin 
bracket.

Six-Sided London Street™ fixtures are 
available with natural gas, liquid propane  
and electric lighting sources.

• Standard sizes are 29”, 36”
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BRACKET MOUNT 
SSLS-OB-G

Since 1945 RODIN-LONDON BOTTOM
SSLS-RB-LB

HANGING CHAIN
SSLS-HC

™

ORIGINAL BRACKET
LS-OB-G

REVERSE SCROLL MUSTACHE 
LS-RSM



ModernistTM

Original Bracket
• Standard sizes are 15”, 19”, 23”, 27”

MOD-OB

ModernistTM

Flush Mount
• Standard sizes are 15”, 19”, 23”, 27”

MOD-F
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English Regency®
Flush Mount

• Standard sizes are 20”, 24”

ER-F

Contemporary ®

• Standard sizes are 22”, 30”, 36”, 42”

CON-F

English Regency®
Original Bracket

• Standard sizes are 20”, 24”

 ER-OB

TuscanTM

• Standard sizes are 19”, 22”, 25”

TUS-B

Italianate®

Scroll Bracket
• Standard sizes are 20”, 27”, 33”

ITL-SB

Available with natural gas, liquid propane and electric lighting sources.

Italianate®

• Standard sizes are 20”, 27”, 33”

ITL-FQB



English TavernTM

• Standard size is 15”, 20"

ET-B

Boat DockTM

• Standard size is 12”

MONTECITOTM

• Standard sizes are 21”, 24”, 27”

CraftsmanTM

• Standard size is 19”

CRA-B

Rault®
Gooseneck

• Standard sizes are 15”, 19”, 23”

4-Sided
Ceiling

• Standard size is 11”

BD-CMMNT-RBRAU-B CL-F sig
na
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NauticalTM

• Standard sizes are 15”, 18”, 24”

NAU-B

Available with natural gas, liquid propane and electric lighting sources. Boat Dock™, English Tavern™ & Ceiling fixtures are available in electric only.

GothicTM 

Gooseneck
• Standard sizes are 19”, 25”, 33”

GOT-GN
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Vieux
Carré®

• Standard size is 27”

VC-PC

Windsor 
CourtTM

• Standard sizes are 28”, 35”

WC-B

Napoleon House®
original Bracket

• Standard sizes are 25”, 33”

NAP-OB

ChateauTM  

Original Bracket
• Standard sizes are 36”, 53”

CHA-OB

Café Du 
Monde®

• Standard sizes are   
21”, 24”, 27”

CF-B

Rosetta 
CABILDOTM

• Standard sizes are  
24”, 31”, 38", 44"

RS-CY

Napoleon House®
Brennan's®

• Standard sizes are 25”, 33”

NAP-BR

Available with natural gas, liquid propane and electric lighting sources.

Vieux CarrÉ® Series
The Vieux Carré is a National Historic Landmark of 
Louisiana and the United States. Better known to many 
as the French Quarter, this area of New Orleans is oozing 
with culture, from the music and food to the wrought iron 
rails and beautiful architecture. Perhaps no other symbol 
captures the unique charm of the city better than Bevolo® 
gas lanterns.

The Vieux Carré® Series is a collection of custom designs 
named after the restaurant, hotel or landmark each 
lantern was originally designed for, such as Café du Monde, 
Napoleon House Restaurant, The Royal Sonesta Hotel and 
The Cabildo, among many others.

Each handmade fixture showcases refined craftsmanship, 
unsurpassed quality and exceptional detail. These lanterns 
come in a variety of sizes, mounting options and utilities. 
Contact one of our Lighting Designers to help pick out 
the perfect one to complement your home's architecture.

´

Rosetta 
StandardTM

• Standard sizes are  
24”, 31”, 38", 44"

RS-OB

Canal 
StreetTM

• Standard sizes are  
34", 42", 44"

CSL-B



Marseilles®

• Standard size is 26”

MAR-B

Martinique®

• Standard size is 19”

MT-B

Monaco®

• Standard sizes are 13”, 17”, 21”

MON-B
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Monte Carlo™
• Standard size is 28”

MC-HC

Paris Alley®

• Standard sizes are 18”, 25”

PA-PAB

Provence®

• Standard sizes are 21”, 24”

PRV-B
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For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

Paris Alley®

• Standard sizes are 18”, 25”

PA-OB

French Series
Inspired by antique French lanterns, the Bevolo 
French Series features sweeping curves, ornate 
brackets and impeccable details. The French Series 
addresses architecture with strong classical elements 
and European influences. Each lantern makes an eye-
catching addition whether illuminating entryways, 
decks or terraces.

Available with natural gas, liquid propane and electric 
lighting sources. Monte Carlo® available in electric 
only.



For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

Square 
Hanging

• Standard sizes are 10”, 12”, 14”

SH-HC

Fleur De LisTM 
Hanging

• Standard sizes are 28”, 36”, 40”

SHFDL-HC

GothicTM 
Foyer

• Standard size is 22”  

GF-HC

Six-Sided
Hanging

• Standard size is 29”

SSHL-HC
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Pool House Lanterns
Take a bit of Bevolo® craftsmanship and beauty wherever you go with 
these portable pool house lanterns. Ideal for use in your outdoor 
living space, these lanterns are designed to be used with large candles 
to warmly illuminate any area you choose to place them.

Mailboxes
Charming and practical, our hand-
crafted mailboxes are the perfect 
compliment to Bevolo® lanterns. 
Brass address numbers can be added.

POST MOUNT
MB-P

8”H X 7.25”W X 18.5"D

HORIZONTAL
MB-H

10”H X 14”W X 6”D

VERTICAL
MB-V

14”H X 9”W X 5.5”D

GOV-PHL

Governor®
• Standard sizes are 24”, 30”, 36”

RAU-PHL

Rault®
• Standard sizes are 15”,19”, 23”

Hanging Lights
These simple and understated designs are a perfect complement to a subtle 
entry foyer or used as pendants over an island. The copper and iron work 
brought into your home by these beautifully, handcrafted hanging lanterns 
are a great transition from your outdoor fixtures. Available in electric only.

HP-PHL

Highland Park
TM

• Standard size is 25”

CUP-PHL

Cupola
TM

• Standard sizes are 13”, 16", 19"



For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

Pendants
Bevolo’s® pendant collection was designed to be used in a number of applications 
including over an island, vanity or bar. All pendants are crafted using the same copper, 
care and precision as our lanterns. They can be hung using multiple mounting options. 
Available in electric only. Widths listed below.
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Warehouse 
District®

These beautifully spun copper pieces have a 
unique industrial look.  They can be mounted 
over a door or hung from a chain or stem.

Available in electric only. Widths are 14”, 16”, 18”

GOOSENECK
WHD-GN

HANGING CHAIN
WHD-HC

HANGING STEM
WHD-HS

BULLET™
PND-BUL-PC

4”, 6”W

SCHOOL HOUSE™
SCH-HS
11.75”W

CUCINA™ 
PND-CUC-PC

10.5”W

Farmhouse™
The Farmhouse fixtures create a clean, 
industrial inspired design that is appropriate for 
both residential and commercial architecture. 

Available in electric only. Width is 12.5”

HANGING STEM
FH-HS

PROJECTION
FH-PROJ

GOOSENECK
FH-GN

DOME™
PND-DOME-PC

12.25”W

MID-CENTURY MODERN™
PND-MCM-PC

6.25”W

EAMES™
PND-EAM-PC

7.25”W

MAGAZINE™  IL-MAG-FH

Magazine Street
Island Fixture™
Effortlessly blending industrial style with our hand-
spun copper pendants this charismatic Magazine 
Street island pendant creates a modern farmhouse 
aesthetic. The industrial inspired iron bracket can 
be customized to any height. Pictured here with 
Farmhouse Shades. Available in electric only. 54”w



For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

Wrought IronWrought Iron



For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

Wrought Iron
IBERVILLE

TM

MARAIS
TM

COUNTRY FRENCH TM
 SIX ARM

LAFITTE
TM

BIENVILLE
TM

FLEUR DE LIS
TM

ROWLING
TM

SPANISH STABLES
TM

FRENCH FARMHOUSE
TM

PIERRE
TM

Iron Chandeliers
Just as our hand-crafted lanterns enhance the 
exteriors of many homes, our handmade wrought iron 
chandeliers will add a distinctive beauty to your interior 
living space.  Each chandelier is modeled after antique 
European designs.  You will see many details that mimic 
historic styling in these fixtures. These chandeliers come 
in a number of sizes and can be custom built to scale. 
They can have a flat black or rust finish. All chandeliers 
are available in electric only. 

French Farmhouse™ Chandelier pictured on opposite page.
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COUNTRY FRENCH TM
 THREE ARM



Interior CollectionInterior Collection



For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

Interior Collection

SCONCES

FIBERGLASS SHADES TABLE LAMPS

FURNITURE MIRRORS

UNIQUE FINIALS

The Bevolo® 
Collection
The Bevolo® Collection features an eclectic 
array of items that have been developed 
or discovered over the years.  Contents of 
the collection are constantly changing as we 
add new pieces.  All items in The Bevolo® 
Collection are held to the same standard 
of quality as our lanterns.  More detailed 
pictures can be found on our website.
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CHANDELIERS

 TABLE & FLOOR LAMPS

PENDANTS

HORSE HEAD ACCESSORIES

Mid-Century
Collection
The Mid-Century Modern Collection is filled 
with beautiful, vintage hand-blown glass table 
lamps & original glass finials. A variety of 
fiberglass shades can be mixed & matched with 
the table lamps for the complete Mid-Century 
Modern look. Custom shades are available. In 
addition, The Mid-Century Collection inlcudes 
home accessories and furniture.
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For more information, visit www.bevolo.com.

MAILBOX
E-P-MB

Quality

Posts
If you’re looking to enhance your home 
with outdoor copper lighting our intricately 
designed cast aluminum posts can make 
quite a statement. With several design 
options available, we can help you achieve 
the perfect look for your home or business.

Holland® post 6’5”

The Holland® post is the perfect scale 
size for most residential applications. It is 
delicately detailed throughout, and scaled 
perfectly for a 21” French Quarter® lantern.

New Orleans post 7’6”, 9’6”

The New Orleans post provides a masculine 
and clean post option.This post is still in 
residential scale, and is complemented by 
many styles in the Bevolo® line.

Mailbox post 3’6”

Add a little curb appeal with the post 
mounted mailbox and post. Our  
hand-crafted mailboxes are the perfect 
complement to Bevolo lanterns.

HOLLAND®

E-P-HP
NEW ORLEANS

TM

E-P-NO cas
t a

lum
inu

m 
 po
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CraftsmanshipCraftsmanship



Efficient Burner
Our lights feature the most energy efficient burner (Patent No. 9416960)   
in the world. Our 800 BTU burners will save you between $100 and    
$200 per light, per year.

Stays Lit
Our lights are specifically designed, with over 75 years of experience, to stay
lit and not blow out. Lifetime patented burners and secondary baffling   
systems ensure operability in any climate/environment.

Safety Flame Feature
Our patent pending gas tip assembly prevents excessive gas flow and
unsafe flame height. Our electric fixtures are Edison Testing Laboratories
(ETL) approved and tested for your safety.

Unique Batwing Flame
Our uniquely shaped flame is designed exclusively for Bevolo® lanterns.

Sustainability
Bevolo® lanterns are lifetime fixtures and will be the last you will ever have
to buy. The purest copper has a life of 300 years, and the hand forged iron
used to make our weather resistant brackets is finished with the highest
grade primers and paints.

Hand Riveted
Aviation technology is the root of our hand riveted lights’ strength. This
technique stands the test of time, climate and fire, unlike soldering.

Tomorrow’s Antiques Today
Bevolo® lanterns only increase in beauty as the copper ages. Each fixture
has a unique serial number to authenticate its origin and creation date.

Expert Lighting Analysis
We care about putting the correct size and style fixture on your home. We offer a 
complimentary lighting analysis by designers with 50 + years of experience.

Selection
Bevolo® offers over 500 styles and sizes to appropriately complement any architecture, 
and we never discontinue a style of light.

Made in America

We are proud to be not only 
American made, but Louisiana 
made in Orleans, Jefferson 
and St. Tammany Parishes, 
supporting local economies
for generations.Craftsmanship

Why Bevolo®
Since 1945, Bevolo® has been manufacturing the highest quality traditional, antique and custom hand-crafted lighting fixtures. We hold true to the belief that 
old world craftsmanship is what truly makes our lights last a lifetime. Today, Bevolo® Gas & Electric Lights is the largest manufacturer of handmade, open flame 
copper lanterns in the world. We take pride in being the leader in copper lighting for over 70 years.
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521 Conti Street
New Orleans, LA 70130

(504)522-9485

304/316/318 Royal Street
New Orleans, LA 70130 

(504)552-4311

68467 Highway 59
Mandeville, LA 70471

(985)249-6040

WWW.BEVOLO.COM


